Abstract: Invasive fractional flow reserve (FFR) is the gold standard for the determination of physiologic stenosis severity and the need for revascularization. FFR computed from standard acquired coronary computed tomographic angiography datasets (FFR CT ) is an emerging technology which allows calculation of FFR using resting image data from coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA). However, the diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT in the evaluation of lesion-specific myocardial ischemia remains to be confirmed, especially in patients with intermediate coronary stenosis. We performed an integrated analysis of data from 3 prospective, international, and multicenter trials, which assessed the diagnostic performance of FFR CT using invasive FFR as a reference standard. Three studies evaluating 609 patients and 1050 vessels were included. The total calculated sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of FFR CT were 82.8%, 77.7%, 60.8%, 91.6%, and 79.2%, respectively, for the per-vessel analysis, and 89.4%, 70.5%, 69.7%, 89.7%, and 78.7%, respectively, for the per-patient analysis. Compared with CCTA alone, FFR CT demonstrated significantly improved accuracy (P < 0.001) in detecting lesion-specific ischemia. In patients with intermediate coronary stenosis, FFR CT remained both highly sensitive and specific with respect to the diagnosis of ischemia. In conclusion, FFR CT appears to be a reliable noninvasive alternative to invasive FFR, as it demonstrates high accuracy in the determination of anatomy and lesion-specific ischemia, which justifies the performance of additional randomized controlled trials to evaluate both the clinical benefits and the costeffectiveness of FFR CT -guided coronary revascularization.
INTRODUCTION

I
nvasive coronary angiography (ICA) has served as the gold standard for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease (CAD). 1 However, ICA provides only anatomic information and cannot assess physiological severity. Fractional flow reserve (FFR), an invasive index measured using a coronary pressure wire at the time of ICA, is commonly used in clinical practice to determine the hemodynamic significance of coronary stenosis. 2, 3 Compared with angiographic guidance, FFR-guided revascularization improves event-free survival and decreases medical costs. [4] [5] [6] However, the routine use of ICA and FFR is not easy, nor is it without risk, as such usage increases case complexity and may also increase the risk of catheter-related complications, including bleeding, arrhythmia, stroke, coronary artery perforation, and dissection. 7 Given its high sensitivity and negative predictive value (NPV), coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA) has become a useful noninvasive alternative to ICA and has been increasingly utilized in the clinic to diagnose and rule-out CAD. 8 However, CCTA tends to overestimate the severity of coronary artery stenosis, as only a minority of lesions identified by CCTA have been found to cause cardiac ischemia. Moreover, the presence of motion artifacts, calcified plaque, stents, and limited spatial resolution may severely compromise anatomical evaluations performed using CCTA. 9 The suboptimal specificity and positive predictive value (PPV) of CCTA in diagnosing CAD may encourage the unnecessary use of ICA and coronary revascularization. FFR computed from standard acquired CCTA datasets (FFR CT ) is a novel noninvasive method of assessing lesion-specific ischemia, as it utilizes the computational fluid dynamics of CCTA and has enabled the calculation of FFR values without the use of additional medication, image acquisition techniques, or radiation exposure. 10, 11 The diagnostic accuracy of noninvasive FFR CT has been evaluated in recent 3 prospective, multicenter studies. [12] [13] [14] However, the diagnostic performance of FFR CT in the identification or exclusion of functionally significant coronary stenosis using measured FFR as the reference standard remains controversial, especially in patients with intermediate coronary stenosis, wherein the clinical utility of FFR CT would be most commonly expected for use. The aim of this integrated analysis of the 3 studies was to further investigate the diagnostic efficacy of FFR CT , particularly on in subgroup with intermediate stenosis.
words: fractional flow reserve, FFR, computed tomography, CT, coronary computed tomographic angiography, CCTA, coronary CTA, CTA, noninvasive FFR and FFR CT . To identify any studies missed by the literature searches, we hand-searched reference lists of eligible studies and relevant review articles. We included studies where the following criteria were met: the study population included !10 patients with either suspected or known CAD; the diagnostic performance of FFR CT was evaluated using invasive FFR as the reference standard; and the study allowed for sensitivity, specificity, NPV, and PPV calculations. Trials were excluded if they did not conform to the above criteria, or if there were overlapping study subjects. 
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Study Design
The DISCOVER-FLOW, DeFACTO, and NXT studies were prospective, international, multicenter trials designed to investigate the diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT for the discrimination of hemodynamically significant CAD, when compared to invasive FFR as the reference standard. [12] [13] [14] These studies were registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (identifiers NCT01189331, NCT01233518, and NCT01757678). The methodological characteristics of the selected studies are shown in Table 1 . The DIS-COVER-FLOW was conducted at 4 centers in 3 countries (South Korea [2] , Latvia [1] , and the United States [1] [1] , and Denmark [1] ). The studies were approved by the institutional review board at each site and all patients provided written informed consent.
FFR CT and FFR Measurement and Integration
In all of the 3 included trials, CCTA was performed by following guidelines with 64-or higher detector row scanners. 15 CCTA images were transmitted to the central cores laboratory for further blinded analysis. Investigators evaluated evaluate luminal diameter stenosis in each segment of the coronary tree with an 18-segment coronary model. CCTA images were also transferred to the FFR CT core laboratory for the computation of FFR CT in blinded fashion. In NXT trials, a predefined image quality score was applied to select cases suitable for FFR CT analysis. Similarly, selective ICA was also performed according to guidelines or standard practice. 16, 17 FFR was measured during ICA. In DISCOVER-FLOW and DeFACTO studies, FFR procedure was performed as clinically indicated, and in NXT study measurement of FFR was performed for each stenosis !30% in a vessel segment with diameter !2 mm. Finally, the blinded integration core laboratory identified the location on CCTA that corresponded to the point where the FFR was measured.
Diagnostic Efficacy Analysis
Diagnostic performance of FFR CT was evaluated on a pervessel as well as per-patient basis. For FFR and FFR CT , hemodynamically significant coronary stenosis was defined as a value 0.80. Significant obstruction on CCTA was recorded with stenosis !50%. Diagnostic measures included accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, positive likelihood ratio, and negative likelihood ratio. Discrimination was quantified using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of FFR CT and CCTA.
Statistical Analysis
We pooled the diagnostic accuracy data of both FFR CT and CCTA from the 3 studies on both a per-vessel and a per-patient basis. In the per-patient analysis, vessels with the most adverse clinical status were selected to represent a given patient. The reported percentages were recalculated and confirmed according to the patient numbers provided in the original publication, using standard formulas. 18 Potential heterogeneity, meaning variation between studies, was evaluated by calculating the I 2 statistic, with a value of 50% or more indicating a substantial level inconsistency. Data with I 2 ! 50% were pooled using the DerSimoniane-Laird model, whereas data with I 2 < 50% were pooled using the Mantel Haenszel model. Comparison of the diagnostic performances of FFR CT and CCTA was completed using a chi-squared test. The results were considered statistically significant at P < 0.05. The integrated analyses were conducted using Stata, version 12 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX). The aggregate results from the studies were summarized as weighted means (95% confidence intervals [CI] reported in the tables and figures). A subgroup analysis was conducted involving patients with intermediate coronary stenosis. In the DISCOVER-FLOW study, intermediate stenosis was defined as a coronary lesion with diameter stenosis ranging from 40% to 69% as determined via CCTA, 19 whereas the range was 30% to 70% in the DeFACTO and NXT studies.
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RESULTS
Study Population
A total of 609 subjects (mean age 63.3 AE 9.2 years, male 68%) who underwent CCTA, FFR CT , ICA, and FFR were involved across the 3 studies. The demographic and baseline characteristics of the patients are detailed in Table 2 . In DeFACTO and NXT studies, approximately 78% of the patients had experienced angina within the past month. The mean interval between CCTA and ICA plus invasive FFR was 2.3 to 18.0 days. Coronary dissection requiring percutaneous coronary intervention occurred in 2 patients in DeFACTO trial and 1 patient in NXT trial during FFR measurement. Following FFR measurement, 1 patient in DeFACTO trial suffered from retroperitoneal bleeding, and 2 patients in NXT experienced transient cerebral ischemia. No serious adverse complications were observed during examination in DISCOVER-FLOW study.
Diagnostic Accuracy of FFR CT for Detecting Ischemia
A total of 421 vessels and 337 patients were found to have functionally significant coronary stenosis as determined via FFR, or prevalence of 40.1% and 55.3%. Heterogeneities for relative statistics were evaluated in Tables 3 and 4 . The pervessel performances of FFR CT and CCTA are included in Table 3 . FFR CT and CCTA demonstrated similar sensitivities (82.8% vs 86.1%, P ¼ 0.369) and NPVs (91.6% vs 92.5%, P ¼ 0.645). However, there were significant improvements in specificity (77.7% vs 55.7%, P < 0.001), PPV (60.8% vs 38.7%, P < 0.001), and accuracy (79.2% vs 63.1%, P < 0.001) with the utilization of FFR CT . On a patient-specific basis, the total calculated sensitivities, specificities, PPVs, NPVs, and accuracies for FFR CT and CCTA are included in Table 4 . Additional between-group analyses demonstrated that FFR CT exhibited a high per-patient sensitivity compared with CCTA (P ¼ 0.888) but also demonstrated significantly increased diagnostic specificity (P < 0.001), PPV (P < 0.001), NPV (P ¼ 0.010), and accuracy (P < 0.001) (Fig. 1A-E) .
Compared with both the DISCOVER-FLOW and the DeFACTO trials, the FFR CT technology used in the NXT trial was refined. 20 Therefore, additional analyses were conducted to determine whether the improvements in FFR CT technology influenced its diagnostic performance. Although there were no significant differences noted in per-patient sensitivity (90.7% vs 86.3%, P ¼ 0.281), PPV (71.9% vs 65.1%, P ¼ 0.209), NPV (86.3% vs 92.6%, P ¼ 0.090), or accuracy (76.9% vs 81.1%, P ¼ 0.212) between the integrated results from the DISCOVER-FLOW and the DeFACTO trials compared with the data from the NXT trial, there was a significant increase noted in specificity (62.2% vs 78.7%, P < 0.001) with the use of the upgraded FFR CT technology ( Figure 1F ).
Diagnostic Accuracy of FFR CT for Patients With Intermediate Coronary Stenosis
Of the 609 patients enrolled in the 3 included studies, 378 patients (62.1%) were found to have intermediate coronary stenosis by CCTA. In the DISCOVER-FLOW study, only the per-lesion diagnostic performances of FFR CT and CCTA were reported for the patients with intermediate stenosis. In light of the similar numbers of patients (n ¼ 60) and lesions (n ¼ 66) with intermediate stenosis in the DISCOVER-FLOW trial, we used the per-lesion diagnostic value instead of the perpatient value for the integrated analysis. When the patient-based analysis was restricted to patients with intermediate stenosis, the combined sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy for FFR CT were 85.3% (95% CI: 78.0-90.9), 76.5% (95% CI: 70.8-81.5), 64.7% (95% CI: 57.0-71.9), 91.1% (95% CI: 86.5-94.6), and 79.4% (95% CI: 75.0-83.4), respectively. Consistent with the findings in the general patient population, 0.00
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per-patient diagnostic specificity (P < 0.001), PPV (P < 0.001), NPV (P ¼ 0.003), and accuracy (P < 0.001) were each significantly higher for FFR CT than for CT, with similar sensitivities (P ¼ 0.321) among the patients with intermediate coronary stenosis ( Fig. 2A-E) . However, there was no significant difference between the combined results from the DISCOVER-FLOW and the DeFACTO trials compared with the data from the NXT trial ( Figure 2F ).
DISCUSSION
This integrated analysis of 3 prospective, multicenter trials involving 609 patients with either suspected or known CAD was characterized by the high diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT in the detection of hemodynamically significant coronary stenosis, using invasive FFR as standard reference. We observed that FFR CT exhibited comparable sensitivity to CCTA but was superior with respect to all other evaluated parameters compared with CCTA among patients with CAD, both on a pervessel and a per-patient basis, which was also consistent with a recent review about FFR CT . 21 Importantly, we confirmed that FFR CT maintained a high sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of ischemia in patients with intermediate coronary stenosis, who are particularly challenging for clinicians to manage due to the poor relationship between angiographic severity and ischemia. 22 Compared with CCTA, the number of false-positive findings was significantly lower for FFR CT . These results are germane, particularly for individuals whose coronary stenosis fall below conventional definitions of angiographically severe, yet confer hemodynamic importance that may explain symptoms of angina. Diffuse mild luminal narrowing has been demonstrated to be associated with decreased stress-induced myocardial blood flow and abnormal epicardial coronary artery resistance even before a high-grade segmental stenosis is apparent. 23 The DISCOVER-FLOW trial was the first study to compare the diagnostic performances of CCTA and FFR CT with invasive FFR. Although the DISCOVER-FLOW study confirmed that FFR CT correlated well with invasive FFR, the study was not powered on a per-patient level. Therefore, the DeFACTO trial was subsequently conducted to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT ; invasive FFR served as a reference standard in the diagnosis of per-patient ischemia; the primary analysis was performed to determine whether the per-patient diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT exceeded 70% using a 1-sided test at the 0.05 level of significance, with a power calculation based on the DISCOVER-FLOW findings. 24 FFR CT demonstrated improved diagnostic accuracy compared with CCTA alone in the DeFACTO trial. However, the study did not achieve its prespecified primary end point regarding the diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT compared with FFR. Actually, the DISCOVER-FLOW and DeFACTO trials had almost identical study designs. When we combined the results of these 2 trials, we observed that the integrated per-patient diagnostic accuracy was 76.9% (95% CI: 72.2-81.2), with a lower 95% CI border >70%, which indicated that an insufficient number of study subjects may have been one of the reasons why the DeFACTO trial failed to meet the prospective primary endpoint. The recently published NXT trial, which used a refined version of the FFR CT technology that exhibited an improved ability to identify luminal boundaries and improvements in physiological models of microcirculatory resistance, demonstrated improved results compared with both the DIS-COVER-FLOW and the DeFACTO trials, particularly regarding specificity. In addition to refinements in FFR CT technology, more stringent CT image quality control in the NXT trial may also have contributed to the improvements noted in diagnostic specificity. 25 In contrast, FFR CT demonstrated both a high sensitivity and a high NPV in the diagnosis of ischemia, or 89.4% (with a lower 95% CI of 85.0%) and 89.7% (with a lower 95% CI of 85.5%) in the detection of hemodynamically significant coronary stenosis. However, missing a diagnosis of ischemia producing lesions in 1 to 2 patients out of 10 is unacceptable, as such an error may have serious consequences. Therefore, additional effort is necessary to improve the diagnostic performance of FFR CT .
Several landmark trials have demonstrated that the clinical benefits of coronary revascularization are primarily limited to ischemia-producing lesions. It has been reported that coronary revascularization in patients with intermediate stenosis without objective proof of ischemia neither reduce adverse cardiac events nor lead to a better functional angina class compared with medical treatment. 26 Invasive FFR is now the gold standard for the determination of lesion-specific ischemia. However, this method is associated with complications related to coronary vessel instrumentation. In the 3 trials studied, 3 patients and 1 patient suffered from coronary dissection and retroperitoneal bleeding, respectively. FFR CT allows for the determination of anatomy and lesion-specific ischemia via noninvasive testing. Moreover, a recent published pilot research study suggested that virtual coronary stenting based on FFR CT results is feasible. 27 Furthermore, 2 studies used the clinical data from the DISCOVER-FLOW and the NXT trials to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of FFR CT and determined that treatment planning using FFR CT to guide the selection of patients for ICA and virtual coronary stenting may reduce costs and improve clinical outcomes in patients with suspected CAD. 28, 29 Although FFR CT represents a promising means of noninvasively assessing the functional significance of coronary stenosis, several major points must be addressed. First, numerous CT-related artifacts and patient-related factors, including misalignment, motion, beam hardening from coronary calcification, and increased image noise, may adversely affect the image quality and subsequent diagnostic performance of FFR CT . 30 Proper adherence to imaging protocols to ensure optimal image quality and enable the quantitative interpretation of lumen boundaries and nitroglycerin pretreatment before CCTA acquisition to ensure that the coronary arteries are dilated may improve the diagnostic accuracy of FFR CT . 31 Second, the calculation of FFR CT costs several hours per examination due to both segmentation and computational processing. 32 FFR CT is based on computational fluid dynamics. The computational technology underlying FFR CT incorporates multiple numerical methods and algorithms to solve the governing equations of fluid dynamics, which are founded in the balanced relationship between the conservations of mass and momentum. 33 The equations are known as the Navier-Stokes equations and have been known for almost 2 centuries. However, the solving of these equations requires significant computational power which only became possible with the development of modern supercomputers and numerical methods. At present, this computational power is greater than can be made available onsite, thereby requiring said data to be transferred off-site for any subsequent calculations and analysis. Improvements in both the segmentation and the computational processing may allow for both on-site and timely integration.
Study Limitations
There were several limitations to this integrated analysis. First, all 3 of the included trials were supported by funding from HeartFlow, which also supplied the proprietary software. Second, the results of our study were limited to patients with stable (suspected) CAD. Patients with acute coronary syndromes and a history of either prior coronary intervention or bypass graft surgery were excluded from all 3 studies. Patients with cardiac arrhythmias were also excluded. Third, although each of the trials had similar study designs, there was some heterogeneity regarding CCTA prequalification, quality control, and the FFR CT evaluation. Unlike the 2 prior trials, the NXT trial optimized CCTA data acquisition and utilized improved FFR CT technology. Finally, in the subgroup analysis, the definition of intermediate coronary stenosis was not identical among the trials, which may have resulted in selection bias.
CONCLUSIONS
In this integrated analysis, FFR CT demonstrated high accuracy in the detection of lesion-specific ischemia using invasive FFR as a reference standard. Notably, the high sensitivity and NPV suggest the ability of FFR CT to effectively rule out intermediate lesions that cause ischemia. However, in light of the serious health consequences of a missed diagnosis of hemodynamically significant coronary stenosis, efforts should be undertaken to improve the diagnostic efficacy of FFR CT . Additionally, randomized controlled trials evaluating both the clinical benefits and the cost-effectiveness of FFR CT guided coronary revascularization are warranted.
